
Prompt: 
Using your outline and all the notes/resources you have gathered about your mythological topic, write a 5-6 
paragraph essay that answers this question:  
 
What does the myth/topic tell us about the values of Ancient Greece? (What was important to the ancient 
Greeks? How do you know? What is in your myth that illustrates those values?) Compare and/or Contrast 
those values and beliefs to modern American values and traditions. Explain the comparison/contrast. Include 
in-text citations. 
 
The rolls of the myths in ancient cultures included the following:   

• The ancient myths were religion: They answered the “big questions” and fears all mortals share, and they 
provided a basis for morality. 

• The ancient myths were science: They answered questions for the ancient Greeks that science can now 
explain for us. 

• The ancient myths were entertainment: People in all times love a good story. 
 
So, you might have some claims like this: 

• The myth about __________________ served a mostly religious purpose for the ancient Greeks. 
• The myth of ____________________ explained a scientific principle that the ancient Greeks would not have 

otherwise understood. 
• This myth contained a moral lesson that illustrates a difference between modern and ancient culture. 
• The fact that the myth about ________________________ contains _______________________ indicates… 
• One thing the myth about _________________ illustrates is that the ancient Greeks valued/believed ___... 
• Another aspect of the myth that points to the ancient belief in ____________________ is…. 
• _______________________________ shows that the ancient mythmakers were… 
• It is clear from the myth of _____________ that the world of ancient Greece shared ______________ with 

modern American culture.  
 
Sample Claim from The Odyssey: 
The depiction of brutality and violence in Odysseus’s meeting with the Cyclops illustrates that ancient people 
probably enjoyed graphic entertainment as much as many people do in America today. 
 
You should NOT have any topic sentences like this because these are NOT claims; they are just facts: 

• Apollo is the god of light. 
• Athena sprang from Zeus’s head. 
• Hephaestus was the blacksmith of the gods who forged their armor. 
• Dionysus was the god of wine. 

(A claim requires synthesis of ideas. Couple the facts from research with reasoning to arrive at a claim. Then use facts like these to support the claim.) 
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If you encountered many different versions of your assigned myth, you might include a sentence like this in your introduction: 
While there are many variations on the myth of ___________________, one thing all sources agree on is... 


